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Lauren Berlant (Showing Up), 2019. (Courtesy of the artist / Estate of Lauren Berlant) Lauren Berlant, a pioneering scholar and cultural theorist, died on June 28 of a rare form of cancer. A ...
What Would It Mean to Think That Thought? : The Era of Lauren Berlant
Donald Trump Jr has posted a hateful message on social media, bizarrely claiming that the destruction by lightning of a mural honouring the late George Floyd, is a sign from a
Ohio ...

higher power

. The

Donald Trump Jr eviscerated for hateful message celebrating destruction of George Floyd memorial
Since earliest times, people have invented fantasy creatures on which their fears could safely settle ... Warner 1998), demonstrate the rich variety and primal power of the imaginary evil creature as ...
Monsters: Evil Beings, Mythical Beasts, and All Manner of Imaginary Terrors
When I reached out to thank her for thinking of me, she said: "I thought it would bring a smile to your face." This summer I'm eager to dive into my pile of "to-be-read" books, just like I did when I ...
Jottings: The Gift of Summer
A fresh look at Anne Frank s legacy from the perspective of Kitty, the imaginary friend to whom she addressed so many of her diary entries, director Ari Folman

s latest outside-the-box animated ...

Where Is Anne Frank Review: Ari Folman Uses Animation to Bring the Teen Martyr to the Modern World
Parkinson s News Today is strictly a news and information website about the disease. It does not provide medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. This content is not intended to be a substitute for ...
New Book, Possibilities with Parkinson s: A Fresh Look, Shares What I ve Learned About PD
People will always find a minority to blame for the bad things that happen to them , an animated Anne Frank tells her imaginary friend Kitty after she asks why the Nazis have targeted the Jewish ...
Where is Anne Frank?: One of the best animated films of this century
For decades, science fiction writers have been drawn to the subject of ecology: the study of the interconnection between living beings and ... with the compelling if imaginary ecology of the ...
Beyond Dune : Let s talk about science fiction and fantasy novels about ecology and climate change
At this point, a crash inside the museum brings mortar onto the book in its casement, and from its ink rises a figure̶this is the ghost of Kitty, Anne

s imaginary friend. Already in this ...

A Modern Take on Anne Frank s Holocaust Saga Wows Cannes
He was full of an actor s enthusiasms tonight, praising the cinematographer, discussing the pacing of an upcoming scene, describing a passage in a book he

d read about how a group of Texas ...

The Making of Lonesome Dove
The craft of nation-building must be accompanied by an effective and believable national myth, in art, as in life.
Ours is a country in desperate need of a better national myth
On a spring afternoon deep in West Virginia, Frankie ran around and around and around the deck of Solar Solitude, a rental yurt. To the uninformed observer, the Puerto Rican rescue dog, a guest at the ...
Inspired by nomads shelter, yurts take the edge off camping
I loved immersing myself in the imaginary world of fiction ... African literature in my third year at university. The first book of African literature I read was
A peek into my 5,000 books stack
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Devil on the Cross

by ...
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By centring women

s voices and the domestic space, and entrenching her narration in a pan-South Asian imaginary, Nazir

s book is homage to the work of the Subcontinent

s progressive feminist ...

FICTION: CROSSING BORDERS, CROSSING BOUNDARIES
Sometime ago, I inherited a coffee table book titled Painted Ponies American ... There is so much history and stunning art to discover on my imaginary carousel journey. The National Carousel ...
From the Old Pine Rocker: An imaginary carousel tour
"I create lyrical, imaginary worlds by coupling vibrant and ... The exhibit as well as additional work is also being exhibited virtually on Brookfield Library's website starting July 1.
Brookfield Library Presenting Work Of Connecticut Abstract Artist
Story of how a sport-crazy girl led her country to futsal glory and became a role model is told in this extract from a new book Last modified ... by commentating on an imaginary match, capturing ...
Shahrzad Mozafar: Iran s female futsal trailblazer who defied the odds
You don t just a person based on imaginary European values ... He is a deeply controversial figure, whose career includes being imprisoned for fighting for Slovenia
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s independence from ...

